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INTRODUCTION: Several skeletal maturity systems allow for accurate skeletal age assessment from a wide variety of 
joints. However, discrepancies in estimates have been noted when applying different systems on the same patient. This 
study compared the agreement between eight different skeletal maturity systems in modern pediatric patients and within a 
historical cohort. 
METHODS: We performed a retrospective (1/2000-3/2022) query and included peripubertal patients who had ≥2 
radiographs of different anatomic regions obtained ≤3 months apart for 8 systems: proximal humerus ossification system 
(PHOS), olecranon apophysis ossification staging system (OAOSS), lateral elbow system, modified Fels wrist system, 
Sanders Hand Classification, optimized oxford hip system, modified Fels knee system (mFKS), and calcaneal apophysis 
ossification staging system (CAOSS). Any abnormal (i.e., evidence of fracture or congenital deformity) or low-quality 
radiographs were excluded. These were compared to a cohort from a historic longitudinal study where subjects had 
radiographs at all sites at each visit. Standard error of the mean (SEM) skeletal age, representing variance of skeletal age 
estimates, was calculated for each system and used to compare system precision. 
RESULTS: Seven-hundred radiographs from 350 modern patients and 954 radiographs from 66 historic patients were 
evaluated. In the modern cohort, the greatest variance was seen in PHOS (SEM 0.28 years), Sanders Hand (0.26 years), 
and CAOSS (0.25 years). The mFKS demonstrated the smallest variance (0.20 years). For historic children, the PHOS, 
OAOSS, and CAOSS were the least precise (0.20 years for all). All other systems performed similarly in historic children 
with lower SEMs (range 0.18-0.19 years). The lateral elbow system was more precise than the OAOSS in both cohorts. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: Precision of skeletal maturity systems varies across anatomic regions. Staged, 
single-parameter systems (PHOS, Sanders Hand, OAOSS, CAOSS) may correlate less with other systems than those 
with more parameters.

 

 

 


